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JOINT LONDON & ESSEX RESIDENTS CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE 
MEETING 

         Minutes of the meeting held on Thursday 25th October 2018 @6:30pm 

CEME Conference Centre, Rainham 
Present:               
                              Carol Franklin (Essex Chair) Steeple View 
          Stella Damm (London Chair) Forest Gate  
           Pearl Bulloch                        Dobson House 
                              Christine Davis                     Laindon 
                              Christine Strudwick              Beechwood Village 
                              Ron Cole                              Brackendale Court 
                              Bob Clark                             Oakroyd House   
                              Jean Murphy                        Forest Gate 
                              Russell Bamber                   Exmouth Estate 
                                      
Officers present: Caroline Richardson             Head of Resident Involvement 
                              Carla Wood                          Resident & Service User Inv. Officer 
                              Chloe Heaps                        Resident Involvement Assistant 
                              Nicholas Kyprianou              Head of Property Services 
                              Sandra Fawcett                    Executive Director of Operations 
                              Anna Williams                      Housing Diversity Manager 

                              Andrea O’Callaghan            Head of Business Improvement &             

                                                                          Allocations  
 

In attendance:     Valerie Owen                       Chair of Swan’s Board 

                               

Min no   Action 

141/18 
 

 

Welcome and Introduction 
 
Valerie Owen welcomed everyone to the meeting. CF and SD also 
greeted everyone. Introductions were made around the room for those 
who had not met before.  

 

142/18 Apologies for absence 
 

Apologies were received on behalf of Jessica Hopkins and Munaim 
Ahmed.  

 
 

 

143/18 Green Paper on Social Housing 
It was agreed that the Green Paper presentation be moved to the 
beginning of the meeting.  
 
SF seeking views on proposals for new deal of social housing and 
explained that the five key principles of the paper are: 

• Ensuring homes are safe and decent 

• Effective resolution of complaints 

• Empowering residents and strengthening the Regulator 
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• Tackling stigma and celebrating thriving communities 

• Building new homes and supporting home ownership 
 
SD asked if the paper applied to all local authorities. SF advised that 
there is information in there on local authorities, and should apply to 
all forms of social housing whoever the landlord. SF advised that the 
Grenfell disaster had prompted the green paper to be published, as 
the victims were social housing tenants who had raised their concerns 
for the building before, but were not listened to. CF stated that people 
want to see action, a lot of the Grenfell survivors were still homeless. 
SF advised that the paper was a start in improving the future for social 
housing.  
 
The room was split into two groups and post-it notes were passed out 
to the resident members, so they could come up with ideas/ 
suggestions for each of the questions on the powerpoint. The answers 
will be fed into the Housing Assocation and the consultation will be fed 
back to the government.  

144/18 Minutes & action sheet of the last London RCC meeting 
 
SD went through the London minutes for accuracy. London members 
agreed they were accurate and SD signed them off.  
 
All actions were complete with the exception of the below: 
 
With regards to the letter that was sent to RB, a letter was due to be 
sent out with clarification on the matter, however, SF suggested 
leaving this action on for Jackie to update on further.  
 
The team are monitoring the situation of the ramp on the Exmouth 
Estate however there were no further reports. The CCTV isn’t able to 
capture the number plates of the motorbikes that were using the ramp, 
but SF will be speaking with Alan Bush to see what more can be done.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SF/JK 
 
 
 
 

SF 

145/18 Minutes & action sheet of the last Essex RCC meeting  
 

The Essex minutes were agreed by all Essex members and CF signed 
them off.  
 
The following was discussed around the action sheet: 
 
PB clarified that the TV at Dobson House is now working. 
CR advised that an invitation will be sent out to the RCC for visits to 
the different schemes shortly. PB mentioned the issues around the 
extra consultation on how Dobson’s House residents spend money. 
PB not spoken to Alison Battersby but hopes they can move forward. 
SF to have chat with Pete Watts about this. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SF 
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146/18 Consultation on Policies and Strategies 
 
Allocations Policy 
AOC advised members that the policy was up for renewal and talked 
through the amendments which were highlighted in red. Everyone was  
happy to approve the policy. 
 
Tenancy Fraud Policy 
AOC stated that there were not many changes, and points were 
added in around unannounced visits and the change of software. All 
members were happy to approve the policy. 
 
Safeguarding Adults and Children Policy 
AW presented the report on behalf of Pete Watts. SD wanted to 
mention that the print on the document was very small. AW 
apologised for this, as the track changes had made the formatting 
change, which resulted in the smaller font. SD also asked why the 
date of approval had been crossed off and there was no new date. 
AW explained that once the policy had been approved through RCC 
and the Ops Committee, then a date will be added.   
 
JM asked what MASH stood for on page 6. AW advised that it stood 
for multi agency safeguarding hub – she thanked JM for pointing this 
out, as an explaination for this was needed in the policy so readers 
could understand. SD pointed out on page 3 & 9 that the links had 
been crossed out. AW explained that Pete had forgotten to add the 
new link so this will be corrected. 

 

147/18 Social Value & Engagement Strategy Update 
 
CR wanted to recap on where things were in drawing up the new 
Social Value & Engagement Strategy and the three year consultation 
on how residents wish to be engaged. She also touched on the 
consultation at Swanfest and the key themes that were fedback.  
 
CR explained the consulation was happening through a variety of 
ways such as the website, RCC meetings, the Communicator and 
Resident Associations, but that the team still wanted more feedback. 
CR explained that the aim is to get consultation to all residents in 
paper form, so this will be sent out to residents in the post. If there are 
not enough responses then the team will do doorknocking to reach 
more residents and capture their feedback.  
 
CR gave an overview of the feedback from both RCC’s and advised 
that both the London and Essex RCC’s had very similar feedback 
when discussions were had last month – including getting younger 
representation, having mixed communities, having the opportunity to 
utilise sheltered schemes and continuing work around employment 
and training. 
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CR spoke about how staff were keen to give something back and this 
would support the community development work that is ongoing. CR 
spoke about how the team don’t always tell people about the great 
work they do or what they have achieved, so would like to bring on 
board. SD liked the ‘you asked we did’ segments in the Communicator 
and would like to see more of this. This was taken on board.  
 
CF wanted to mention that her neighbourhood officer had told her that 
they would not be visiting CF anymore due to the new onboarding 
team. SF advised that this wasn’t true and would take this up with the 
neighbourhood team.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SF 

148/18 RCC Performance Scorecard 
 
Listed below are some of the key points in September’s performance 
report, where performance was compared and additional information 
was supplied: 
 
Telephone performance: CR apologised as the telephone statistics 
were not available in time for this month’s report.  
 
Complaints: 103 stage 1 complaints received with an 85% 
satisfaction rate, which resulted in a green face. 
 
ASB: 41 cases open, 26 in Essex, 15 in London, the team are working 
on these.  
 
Voids: 13.5 days overall, which resulted in a green face. 
  
Resident Inspectors: CR advised that there were a couple of 
individuals completing training and we hope to see them operational 
very soon.  
 
Axis:  
 
Abandoned calls: at 7.28% which is a red face, although NK 
explained that the team had monitored this, and the calls are mostly 
abandoned after residents hear that they are in a queue.  
 
Gas Safety Certificates: There were 5 outstanding gas safety 
certificates, which have now been serviced. 

 

149/18 Assistant Directors Overview Report 
CR presented the report. 
 
 Employee Update:  
CR advised that recruitment is ongoing for the role of Community 
Development Officer. CR is hopeful that she will find a suitable 
candidate for this position in this next round of interviews. Telephone 
interviews will be commencing on Monday.  
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CR reported that Elaine Drury, from the Essex Income Team 
has secured a role as a part time Benefits Advisor and she will be 
taking up this post from early November. A new Income Officer will be 
recruited to the team.  
 
Onboarding Pilot: 
AOC touched on the new Onboarding Pilot and explained that the 
team consists of an officer from Lettings, Income and the 
Neighbourhood team. AOC advised that two residents had 
experienced the new process and the feedback had been very 
positive, particularly with repairs. The pilot will run for 6 months in 
Basildon and the outcomes from this will then be reviewed and a 
further update provided to the RCC. 
 
New Parking Contract: 
The car parking enforcement scheme on estates has recently 
been reviewed. PDUK were appointed approximately 2 years ago but 
unfortunately, they did not consistently deliver the standards that 
were expected and following concerns from residents the contract 
was terminated.  
 
CPM has now been appointed and they agree to deliver the same 
local arrangements as are currently in place. New permits are being 
issued to residents and CPM will continue to honour the existing 
permits whilst this process is completed and to give residents time to 
display the new permit. Everyone will be given the same number of 
permits as previously and once everyone has these then the old ones 
will stop being accepted. 

150/18 Repairs Focus 
 
 NK advised that there was no report provided on text messaging 
surveys this month in time for the report to be issued. For the month of 
September first time fix break down between London and Essex, KPI 
missed were 20 in London and 33 in Essex.  
 
NK highlighted the recharges information on the report.  
 
CF wanted to note that she had seen an improvement with Axis. SD 
wanted to compliment Tom in the Axis call centre for his helpful 
assistance – NK will pass the message on.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

151/18 Resident Involvement and Community Development Update 
 
CW wanted to highlight a couple of activities that had been ongoing for 
RICD, such as the Sport Inspired campaign on Beechwood Village 
where residents had the opportunity to gain a sports coaching 
qualification and start a sports/exercise club. The two-day campaign 
resulted in 10 people signing up who have now achieved sports 
coaching qualifications, which was really positive.  
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Exmouth Youth Club has had over 40 young people in attendance, and 
their funding has been extended from LBTH. Six sessions are being 
delivered every week, with dedicated sessions for girls as well as young 
people with learning disabilities.  
 
CW also wanted to touch on the Scrutiny Panel, who were in the final 
stages of their ASB review, with the report now going to the February 
Operation’s Committee.  

152/18 
 

Estate Improvement Grants 
 None received.  

 

153/18 
 

Community Grants 
 

1. Oakroyd House Residents – Christmas Party, £500. All members 
were happy to agree the grant and CF signed this off.  

2. Dobson’s House Resident Fund – Christmas Party, £500. All 
members were happy to agree the grant and CF signed this off.  

 
 

154/18 Feedback from Represented Areas 
 
RB mentioned he was receiving service charge invoices again, along 
with a rent statement. This happens every quarter, and staff had told 
him it was a fault with the computer. SF will take this up with the 
Service Charge team. RB also wanted to raise that no one from Axis 
were returning his calls regarding the roof of the social club. He stated 
that he had called 5 different times, and had spoken to 5 different 
members of staff, all of which advised him they would call back and 
they did not. NK advised that he can listen to these calls and look into 
this.   
 
CD had attended the Ground-Breaking event at Laindon and thought it 
was really positive. She wanted to report that the lights outside the 
main gates (that lead under the shops) had been out all weekend. This 
had been reported twice to the security personnel, however, they still 
were not working. SF advised that she will speak to Andy Gatrell. CD 
also wanted to mention that they are looking to start up Churchview 
Resident Association again, and Terry Webb is interested in coming 
onboard.  
 
PB advised that residents at Dobson House had not had a breakdown 
of their service charges for bulk rubbish and have been asking Maria 
about this - there is no bulk rubbish to be collected at the scheme. 
SF advised that she would speak to the Service Charge team for a 
response.  
 
BC mentioned that with Axis text messages, the job description isn’t 
included in the message, which isn’t helpful for those who have more 
than one repair, as they’re not aware what they’re attending for. NK 

 
 

 
 

SF 
 
 
 

 
NK 

 
 
 
 
 

SF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SF 
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Minutes Agreed - Signed ……………………………………… (Chair, Essex RCC) 
 
Date ……………………………………….. 

advised that he is aware of this issue and hopes this will change when 
the new IT system comes into place – although not definite it will.  
BC also asked NK whether there were any updates on what was 
happening with the trees at the back of Oakroyd House, and the 
guttering problems. NK advised this was a housing issue and not for 
Axis. This to be raised with housing for further updates.  
 
SD stated that she had seen a baby rat running to the drains in her 
next door neighbour’s garden. SD said that they were leaseholders 
and asked NK whether there is a special procedure for managing this. 
NK advised that the neighbours would still need to phone the council. 
NK is aware that it is an issue.  

 
 
 
 
 

NK/AB 

155/18 Any Other Business 
 
SD wanted to mention that on the agenda it states the next London 
RCC meeting will be at Bow Cross, but this should be The Reach, after 
the Caretaking Awards. CR confirmed that it would be taking place at 
the Reach.  CF wondered why the Essex RCC hadn’t heard anything 
about the Caretaking awards yet. SD explained that she knew when 
this was taking place as it clashed with an event of hers last year – 
official invites had not yet gone out. CR will ask JD to send the invites 
out to the involved residents.  

 
 

 

156/18 Date and Time of Next Meeting 
Next London RCC meeting: Thursday 29th November 2018 @ The 
Reach Community Centre, 3:30pm.  
 
Next Essex RCC meeting: Friday 30th November 2018 @ Pilgrim House, 
10:00am.   
 
The meeting closed at approx. 8:45pm.  

 


